HP SmartCalc 300s

Math and science students will appreciate the logical, accurate, and
dependable HP SmartCalc 300s Scientific Calculator. Besides showing the
result, the impressive Textbook Format Display (TFD) shows the math
expression onscreen, just like it would appear on paper. Use the intuitive
navigation pad to move around within an expression to change it and watch
the result. With 249 built-in functions, students can solve an abundance of
math problems from basic to complex.

Enter and see expressions as you would on paper
Easily edit previous expressions
249 functions, to help solve your math problems from basic to
complex
Great for trigonometry, statistics and advanced mathematics
Use the intuitive navigation pad to move around within the
expression

Smart and intuitive layout for easy learning
HP’s legendary heritage of accuracy and reliability

SPECIFICATIONS
Part Number

F2240AA

Processor and Display
Display

Textbook Format Display (TFD); 31 x 96 pixel display; Area: 60.5 x 24.3 mm

Display Type

LCD

System Logic and Keyboard
Entry System Logic

Algebraic

Menus/Prompts

No

Functions

Advanced functions

Sign change, +, ÷, –, x, =, square root, %, fractions, mixed numerals, fraction to decimal conversion, sexagesimal (degree, minute, second), variables
(A, B, C, D, X, Y), trigonomic, inverse trigonometric, exponential, logarithmic, powers, factorial (!), absolute value (Abs), random number, rounding,
polar-rectangular conversions, permutation and combination

Power and Battery
Power supply

Solar with battery (AG13) back-up; battery life: 1 year (when used 1h/day)

Compliance and Exam Approval
Best used for

General Math; Pre-Algebra/Algebra; Trigonometry; Statistics; Geometry; Biology; Chemistry; Physics; Earth sciences

Dimensions and Weight
Weight

120g

Dimensions

80 × 16 x 166 mm

What's Included
What's in the box

Calculator with batteries, Quickstart Guide, snap-on protective cover

For more information, please visit www.hp.eu/calculators
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